FALL 2018 VIDEO & ANIMATION CLASSES SCREENING
FRIDAY MAR 1ST 2019 7PM @ JAMES STEWART FILM THEATER 185 NASSAU ST.
SHORT FILMS BY STUDENTS IN 4 VIDEO AND ANIMATION PRODUCTION CLASSES VIS 220, VIS 261, VIS 263, & VIS 361
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

ADAM HAZELTON
ADAM MCCLAIN
ADIA WEAVER
ALEXANDRA PALOCZ
ARNAV AGARWAL
BEN ROBERTS
BES ARNAOUT
CLAUDIA HUMPHREY
DYLAN FOX
EMILY MCLEAN
ILENE E
JAELIN LLEWELLYN
JAMES TRALIE
JAVIN LU
JESUS MARTINEZ
KYRA GREGORY
LILLIAN CHEN
LUKE TIMM
MARIA FLEURY
MARIS FECHTER
MICHAEL OSEI-WUSU
MILAN ELDRIDGE
MORLAN OSGOOD
NINA HE
NOA WOLLSTEIN
OLIVIA KUSIO
RAMI FARRAN
RISA GELLES-WATNICK
SAMUEL WRIGHT
SARAH PAN
SEB BENZECCRY
TINA STANLEY
WESLEY WIGGINS
ZE-XIN KOH

ARTS.PRINCETON.EDU